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you can find more information about the acunetix wvs in its user
guide. this includes: how to install the acunetix wvs how to run the

acunetix wvs how to perform a scan how to view the scan results and
the issues found how to repair issues how to configure the scan

settings how to view the scan history acunetix wvs lets you scan your
website, locally or remotely. as you scan, its display gives you detailed
information about your scanned sites vulnerabilities, including a list of

all issues found and their severity, a report of the scan and
vulnerabilities found, as well as a link to more details and details of all

the issues found. you can also fix vulnerabilities with a click of a
button. the acunetix wvs has a lot of options and settings that you can

configure. this includes the timeout, the minimum and maximum
report time and the maximum simultaneous connections. you can also
choose to scan only specific urls, websites or files, scan folders or all

files and more. you can also choose to scan a website locally or
remotely. you can configure the http authentication testing and the

website ip address range. the wvs also has a built-in web vulnerability
scanner. we are excited to announce our partnership with sysdig to
make it easy to analyse web applications using the sysdig rest api.

with this update, the acunetix web vulnerability scanner can use the
sysdig rest api to save time by automatically discovering sysdig

solutions for web application security scanning.
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new features in acunetix v12 include: - support for the swagger 2.0
specification to provide an import file to be used by the scanner -
support for importing wsdls to scan web services - provisioning of

users and groups on the acunetix ui - new web doorways feature that
can help detect web backdoors - new authentication feature to detect
weak passwords - new javascript csp feature that can help detect xss -

new check-in-a-box feature for improved vulnerability detection the
acunetix web vulnerability scanner includes a number of tools and
features to help you test your web applications for common web

application vulnerabilities such as xss, sql injection, cross-site
scripting, and others. it offers some additional features, such as the
possibility to import the wsdl files of the web applications that you

want to test, and the new swagger 2.0 feature that we added to help
you discover and scan web services. the acunetix web vulnerability

scanner is designed to be used by security professionals that need to
test web applications for common web application vulnerabilities. the

scanning process is fast and easy, and the output is presented in a
number of tabs that make it easy to get a quick overview of the results

and identify web applications that need further investigation. the
acunetix web vulnerability scanner works by scanning web applications
for common web application vulnerabilities. the scanner uses industry
standard scanning techniques and offers a number of features to help

you detect and remediate web application vulnerabilities. it can be
used by developers to test their own web applications and by security
professionals to test the web applications of their clients. 5ec8ef588b
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